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Abstract. This paper presents a practical method of using online survey tools to 
gather formative user feedback on UI designs and interactions. It describes how 
online survey tools have been used to administer both unmoderated cognitive 
walkthroughs and progressive comparisons among colors in screen mockups. It 
also details the process by which an online survey tool has been used to allow 
the off-label ability to gather rich clickstream data: number, location and 
chronological order of clicks.  

1 Introduction 

As used throughout this paper, the term “hacks” indicates only that the survey tool is 
being used in a non-traditional way that is supported but not advertised. The survey 
tool itself is not modified in any manner. 

1.1 Online Survey Tools 

An ever-increasing number and variety of survey tools are available online: so many 
that a comprehensive review of their features and pricing models is beyond the scope 
of this paper. Fortunately for the researcher on a budget, many online survey tools 
have a free version, which is limited by time or functionality. 

Even the free versions of survey tools can be used for other usability activities 
beyond standard questionnaires, which typically gather demographic information, 
satisfaction ratings, wishlists of desired features, or lists of pain points. 

All the survey tool uses described in this paper are illustrated with real life 
examples from past user research activities conducted at Oracle, and they all have one 
aspect in common: the use of screenshots. The good news is that even free survey 
tools often allow images to be uploaded. 

1.2 Content Hacks 

Content hacking is the simpler of the two forms of survey tool hack, since no 
programming knowledge is required. 

Two different categories of content hacks will be discussed below: design 
comparisons, and unmoderated cognitive walkthroughs. 
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1.3 Software Hacks 

Software hacks are more advanced, since as well as requiring the online survey tool to 
display static screenshots, they also require JavaScript and image maps to create 
interactive regions in the screenshot and capture click data from them. The section on 
interactive images will describe this procedure in detail. 

Other practitioners, such as Tullis [1] have hacked online survey tools before: 
Tullis hacked SurveyGizmo [2] to gather task success and task time, as well as more 
usual ratings and comments. The hacks described in this paper differ from previously 
published hacks by capturing number, location, and chronological order of clicks. 

2 Design Comparisons 

As the name suggests, design comparisons are activities aimed at making cognitively 
straightforward choices between two or more alternative designs. 

When presenting design mockups or screenshots to non-employees in situations 
where a confidential disclosure agreement cannot be obtained, it is crucial to keep 
these images as generic as possible, to avoid disclosure of proprietary information. 

2.1 Simple Comparisons 

Simple comparisons present static screenshots of two or more design alternatives and 
ask the participant to choose between them. The choice can be one of nonspecific, 
overall preference (“Which do you like better?”), or more targeted preference (e.g.; 
“Which is cleaner?” “Which is more modern?”), or, as in the case below, it can be a 
choice that shows how the participant interprets the meaning of the design. 

Screenshots of two application pages (one containing an editable table and one 
containing a read-only table), were presented side by side on the same screen for ease 
of comparison, and a radio button question asked: 

 
Which of These Pages Contains an Editable Table? 

• Page A 
• Page B 
• Both pages 
• Neither page 
• Not sure 

It is essential to randomize presentation order of screenshots, to avoid order effects. It 
is also vital to include all possible responses when writing response options. 

2.2 Progressive Comparisons 

Progressive comparisons are suitable for deciding among several alternative designs 
which vary along a single continuum by subtle degrees. 
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Unlike simple comparisons, which require only that the online survey tool can 
display static images, progressive comparisons also require that the tool has branch 
logic, which sends participants to different pages of the survey, depending on which 
answer they gave on the previous page. 

Preliminary user feedback on the design of a released product had stated that the 
current background was “too dark”. However, it was unknown how much lighter the 
background needed to be, to meet user approval. As a result, five mockups were 
evaluated. Their backgrounds were lighter than the current background, by very 
slightly different amounts. 

Mockups were presented in pairs, because the differences in color were so subtle it 
was unrealistic to expect accurate comparisons if mockups were on different pages of 
the survey. Pairs of mockups varied systematically in the amount of difference 
between their backgrounds. The branch logic feature of the online survey tool was 
used to show progressively smaller differences within each pair of mockups. 

First of all, to confirm the previous user feedback, the first page of the survey 
showed only the current design and asked:  

 
What Do You Think about the Background Color of This Page? 

• It’s too light 
• It’s OK 
• It’s too dark 

Then subsequent survey pages all showed pairs of mockups. Mockups varied very 
subtly in lightness: either 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 steps lighter than the current design. All 
participants started off with the pair 1 & 5 (or 5 & 1: order of mockups varied on each 
page to prevent order effects). For each pair of mockups, participants were asked: 

 
Which Background Do You Prefer? 

• I prefer the first background 
• I prefer the second background 
• They both look about the same 

Out of the 1 & 5 pair, if participants preferred 1, the next pair they saw was 1 & 4. If 
they preferred 5, the next pair they saw was 2 & 5. And so on, with each subsequent 
pair narrowing progressively in difference, by a single step each time.  As soon as the 
participant said both members of a pair looked about the same, the survey ended. 

Because of this progressively narrowing structure, there were large variations in 
the numbers of participants who saw specific pairs of mockups. Everyone saw the 
pair with the largest difference, but very few people saw any of the pairs which 
differed by only 1 step (1 & 2, 2 & 3, 3 & 4 or 4 & 5). 

One way of comparing sizes of difference in preference across different pairs of 
mockups, is to calculate a score which is weighted to account for the large variations 
in the number of participants who see different pairs of mockups. The weighted 
preference score for each pair of mockups is the difference between the size of the 
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preference for the more popular mockup in the pair, vs. the number of participants 
who couldn’t distinguish between the mockups in the pair. The formula is 

  (P-S)*N/T (1) 

P = Preference size (= M-L) 
M = number preferring the More popular mockup in that pair 
L = number preferring the Less popular mockup in that pair 
S = No Preference size (number thinking both mockups in that pair were the Same) 
N = Number who saw that pair of mockups (= M+L+S) 
T = Total participants 
 

Usually, the greater the actual difference between members of a pair, the greater the 
weighted preference score. A negative score means that more participants couldn’t 
see a difference between members of a pair, than could see a difference. 

3 Unmoderated Cognitive Walkthroughs 

Unmoderated cognitive walkthroughs – which use mockups and onscreen instructions 
to take the participant step by step through tasks [3] – are simple to implement in 
online survey tools, in the sense that they only require the online survey tool to 
display static images (though, as with design comparisons, the images must be kept 
generic if presented without a nondisclosure agreement). 

However, unmoderated cognitive walkthroughs are complex in the sense that great 
care must be taken in the writing of the accompanying text. Question text must 
present each stage of the task in a manner that approximates as closely as possible the 
experience of working with live code, and the response options must be carefully 
crafted to cover all relevant alternatives. 

Next are two examples of how online survey tools were used to walk participants 
through simple tasks.  

3.1 Deciding on a Stateful or Stateless Selection Model 

It was strongly believed that users would prefer a stateful selection model over a 
stateless model in places such as multi-tabbed dialogs; that users would expect their 
selections to persist as they navigate among tabs, even when they did not click an 
Apply button before changing tabs. 

This question could be addressed by a standard questionnaire that simply asks 
participants about their preferences for selection persistence. However that approach 
has the problem that people do not always have perfect insight into, or memory of, 
their own work practices.  

To avoid this problem, an online survey was used to walk participants through a 
sequence of screenshots with appropriate callouts, and then ask them for what they 
would expect to happen after the last screenshot in the sequence. 
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Imagine Yourself Interacting with the Following Three Screens, Then Choose 
Which Outcome You Would Prefer 

 
Initially, the First Checkbox is Not Checked 

 
 
Now, you Have Checked the First Checkbox 

 

 
Now, you Have Switched Immediately to a Different Tab 
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If you Switched Back to the Previous Tab, Which Would you Prefer to See? 
 

• A   • B  
 
Presentation order of the last two images was randomized, to prevent order effects. 

Responses were restricted to a simple binary choice, because the only difference 
between the two options was whether or not a single checkbox was checked. In this 
specific case, it would not have been of much benefit to include an “I don’t know” or 
“Other” option, because the possible responses were so restricted. 

3.2 Evaluating the Usability of a Preliminary Design  

Another online survey was run with early-stage design mockups. For each mockup, 
participants were asked how they would expect to interact with it to perform simple 
tasks. Two questions from this survey are below. Both questions were asked about the 
same screenshot. 

 

 
What do you expect will happen if you click on 200? 

• errorCode=200 will be inserted in the message 
• 200 will be inserted in the message 
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• errorCode=200 will be inserted in the empty field at the top of the Condition 
Browser 

• 200 will be inserted in the empty field at the top of the Condition Browser 
• Nothing will happen 
• I don’t know 
• Other:  
 

How Would You Edit the Message Text to Make Some Parts Bold? 

• Select the text to be bolded and press Control-B (PC) or Command-B (Mac) 
• Type <b> </b> tags around the text to be bolded 
• Type <strong> </strong> tags around the text to be bolded 
• I don’t know 
• Other:  

These examples attempted to include all relevant response alternatives. Each question 
also included both an “I don’t know” option, and an “Other” option.  The “Other” 
option is particularly important, in case a response alternative exists which was not 
apparent to the survey author. If the online survey tool allows, it is best to set 
permissions so that if a participant selects the “Other” option, they are required to 
enter text in the accompanying text box. 

4 Interactive Images 

This is the only type of hack that requires any coding knowledge: specifically enough 
JavaScript to show alert popups and capture clicks from image maps. An image map 
is a list of labeled sets of coordinates within a <map> tag. Each set of coordinates 
specifies a rectangular, circular or polygonal area within the image [4]. The image 
map should include a set of coordinates for each control in the screenshot, and 
anywhere else in the screenshot that participants might want to click. 

The interactive images hack is an off-label usage of survey tools. Most online 
survey tools – especially the free ones – do not advertise the ability to capture clicks 
from an image. But this doesn’t always mean that it can’t be done. 

If, on inspection of the survey tool’s image upload function, you find that you can 
manually insert an <img> tag into the survey, where the survey tool would normally 
automatically insert the image, then the odds are good that you may be able to hack 
the survey tool and make your images interactive. 

The hacks shown below were both implemented using the Vovici online survey 
tool (vovici.com). With minor modifications they have both also been 
successfully implemented using SurveyGizmo (surveygizmo.com). Similar hacks 
should be possible in other survey tools that allow you to insert JavaScript, upload 
images, and use hidden questions. 

Although this is the most demanding type of hack to implement, the result is a 
much higher fidelity experience than is possible with static images. With a thorough 
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image map, it is possible to collect rich clickstream data, and for the participant the 
experience is not far short of interacting with a coded prototype. 

4.1 Number of Attempts to Accomplish a Task 

As well as an image map, this hack requires enough JavaScript knowledge to count 
clicks in correct and incorrect areas, and show alert popups which either warn that a 
click was incorrect, or show the total number of clicks taken to reach the correct area. 

The JavaScript code for a simple demo of this functionality in Vovici is below.  
To see this code in a working demo at Vovici, go to ow.ly/fRvWB 
To see similar code in a working demo at SurveyGizmo, go to ow.ly/g5dar  
In each working demo, use your browser’s “View Source” feature to see the code. 

<script type="text/javascript">var clickCount=0;function 
planets(correct,planet)  
{ clickCount++; if (correct)  
 { alert("Correct! That took you " + clickCount + " 
click(s)."); } else  
  { alert("Incorrect: this is " + planet + "!"); }} 
</script>  
<p> 
<map name="planets"> 
<area href="#" coords="68,186,6" shape="circle" 
id="Mercury" onclick="planets(false,this.id)"/> 
<area href="#" coords="101,180,12" shape="circle" 
id="Venus" onclick="planets(false,this.id)"/> 
<area href="#" coords="136,178,10" shape="circle" 
id="Earth" onclick="planets(false,this.id)"/> 
<area href="#" coords="175,175,8" shape="circle" 
id="Mars" onclick="planets(false,this.id)"/> 
<area href="#" coords="223,169,27" shape="circle" 
id="Jupiter" onclick="planets(true,this.id)"/> 
<area href="#" coords="285,170,14" shape="circle" 
id="Saturn" onclick="planets(false,this.id)"/> 
<area href="#" coords="357,160,15" shape="circle" 
id="Uranus" onclick="planets(false,this.id)"/> 
<area href="#" coords="449,154,11" shape="circle" 
id="Neptune" onclick="planets(false,this.id)"/> 
<area href="#" coords="513,142,4" shape="circle" 
id="Pluto" onclick="planets(false,this.id)"/> 
<img border="0" 
src="/AppData/1885224700/users/256801141/User%20Media/ 
planets.png" usemap="#planets" /> 
</map> 
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4.2 Location and Chronological Order of Clicks 

This hack is a direct expansion of the previous one, both in functionality and in the 
survey tool features required for its implementation. As well as the ability to insert 
JavaScript and an image map, this hack also requires that the online survey tool has 
hidden questions. Although hidden questions are not rendered in the survey UI, they 
can still be used to capture data from another question. 

This hack uses a hidden question to capture the chronological order and location of 
each click. The location of each click is gathered in an array which has been added to 
the JavaScript [5]. The order of entry of locations into the array preserves the 
chronological order of clicks, and the full set of click locations in chronological order 
is passed into the hidden question after the participant clicks on the correct location. 

The full JavaScript code for a simple demo of this functionality is below. 
To see this code in a working demo at Vovici, go to ow.ly/aYLOU  
To see similar code in a working demo at SurveyGizmo, go to ow.ly/g5dez  
The hidden question is not hidden in the demo, so you can see the contents of the 

array. 

<script type="text/javascript">var clickCount=0;var 
clickArray=new Array;function planets(correct,planet) 
{ clickCount++; clickArray.push(planet); if (correct) 
{  document.getElementById("Q1").value=clickArray;  alert
("Correct! That took you " + clickCount + " 
click(s)."); } else {  alert("Incorrect: this is " + 
planet + "!"); }} 
</script> 
<p> 
<map name="planets"><area href="#" coords="68,186,6" 
shape="circle" id="Mercury" 
onclick="planets(false,this.id)" /> 
<area href="#" coords="101,180,12" shape="circle" 
id="Venus" onclick="planets(false,this.id)" /> 
<area href="#" coords="136,178,10" shape="circle" 
id="Earth" onclick="planets(false,this.id)" /> 
<area href="#" coords="175,175,8" shape="circle" 
id="Mars" onclick="planets(false,this.id)" /> 
<area href="#" coords="223,169,27" shape="circle" 
id="Jupiter" onclick="planets(true,this.id)" /> 
<area href="#" coords="285,170,14" shape="circle" 
id="Saturn" onclick="planets(false,this.id)" /> 
<area href="#" coords="357,160,15" shape="circle" 
id="Uranus" onclick="planets(false,this.id)" /> 
<area href="#" coords="449,154,11" shape="circle" 
id="Neptune" onclick="planets(false,this.id)" /> 
<area href="#" coords="513,142,4" shape="circle" 
id="Pluto" onclick="planets(false,this.id)" /> 
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<!--hack to stop Vovici corrupting img tag is to break it 
over two lines--><img 
border="0" src="/AppData/1885224700/users/256801141/User%
20Media/planets.png" usemap="#planets" /></map></p> 

This code shows the type of workaround that is often necessary when hacking an 
online survey tool. In this case, unlike in the previous example, Vovici corrupted the 
<img> tag, and the code would not run unless the <img> tag was broken over two 
lines. This is very nonstandard behavior, as HTML should always be whitespace-
agnostic. 

5 Conclusion 

These examples, all drawn from real life applications of online survey tools, show 
how such tools can be used to gather data beyond the scope of satisfaction polls and 
other standard types of questionnaire. 

Online survey tools can be used to walk participants through a sequence of task 
steps and gather formative usability feedback about interaction behaviors, subtle 
differences in look and feel, and other facets of UI designs. 

With an entry-level knowledge of JavaScript and image maps, online survey tools 
can sometimes be used to capture rich clickstream data, even when the survey tool 
providers themselves give no hint that such things are possible. 
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